
Dear Sir or Madam,
we'll be in touch in the run-up to Christmas with our fourth newsletter in
addition to presenting you with a number of innovative products from
DESOI shortly before the end of the year.

There's sure to be something which interests you and we look forward to
your feedback.

Stay healthy and see you soon

Steel packer with check valve
Having been developed even further, the steel packers with check valve
offer a new product range thanks to their various diameters and lengths.
The 1-day steel packer is available with a length of 180 mm and a
diameter of 18, 20, 22, 25, and 28 mm or another diameter.

To the product

Steel packer - VARIO
A new feature of this product is that the lower part and pressure piece
can be combined freely so as to obtain different variants of the steel
packer. The lower part with check valve and locking system is available in
nine different diameters. The pressure piece is available in 200, 600,
1,000 and 1,500 mm variants. The right product for every application!

To the product

DESOI Noble Seal - an elegant way to seal exposed
concrete
Seal quickly and securely without sacrificing aesthetics – that's what the
DESOI Noble Seal does!
The innovative lock visually enhances any exposed concrete wall. The
packers are braced in the openings by a hexagon over the fillister head
screw - these can even be installed overhead into ceilings with ease.

The DESOI Noble Seal is available in various diameters and can also be
manufactured upon customer request.

To the product

Web seminars tailored to your requirements
Stay up to date with regular training

DESOI offers web seminars tailored to the needs of your company. If
you're interested in a specific topic like
• Crack injection
• Horizontal sealing
• Curtain and surface injection
• DESOI Spiral Anchor System
• DESOI Anchor Plus W System
• DESOI Anchor Stocking System
then get in touch with us. We'll put together the right seminar for you.

Please direct requests to:
Petra Krack-Sippel, +49 6655 9636-34, events@desoi.de

We look forward to receiving your request!

Our new...
As of this year, a new bus has been added to our vehicle fleet - our
stickers ensure we're always easy to recognise when we're travelling to
customers or events.

PRODUCTS SERVICE COMPANY

INJECTION TECHNIQUE

Connecting injection hoses securely
The new connection piece - polymer creates a quick, secure connection
for extending injection hoses. The right-left tapered wood screw thread
pulls the connection piece tightly together with the injection hose. With its
dimensions of Ø 8 (shaft) x 58 mm, the connecting piece with wing
handle has an free passage of Ø 3 mm and is suitable for the injection
hose with its internal dimensions of Ø 4 – 6 mm.

To the product

Lamella infusion tube for renovating components through
a spraying procedure
The Ø 18 mm lamella infusion tube is suitable for components such as
hollow blocks and double-shell masonry. Having been pressed, it remains
in the component; it is then cut off flush with the surface and closed using
a cap.

Special feature: When using a spraying procedure, the drill hole is
moistened and the filler pulls itself into the wall, thus ensuring optimal
penetration into the masonry. The lamellar infusion tube is suitable for
low-viscosity products and silicification solutions.

To the product

IT'S NOT TOO LATE YET...
Door number 15 is already open, but you still have 9 days to shop online
and secure yourself a gift - it's already waiting in your shopping cart.
Perhaps you'll win the highlight which is hidden behind door number 24.
So why not register and place an order.

Open the door now!

Application video for the DESOI Anchor Stocking System
An application video is now available for the tried and tested DESOI
Anchor Stocking System. The video explains how to install and use the
system. The DESOI Anchor Stocking System for masonry renovation
ensures a form-fitting, solid connection in the masonry, secures cracked
components, and creates a tensile connection. The system is perfectly
suited for repairing listed buildings with care.

Further information

COMPANY

A reflective advent season...
The magic of hope knows endless lights which cannot be extinguished.
(Monika Minder)

Dear business partners and friends,
A year ago nobody could have imagined the challenges we would face in
2020 - uncharted territory for us all. We owe it to loyalty and our
cooperation with you that we made it through this difficult period.
We would like to THANK you for your trust this year and wish you, your
employees, and your families a wonderful Advent period and a relaxing
Christmas time. We wish you success and health for 2021.

Best regards,
Your DESOI team
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